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SECTIOH 1 

SUM>URY 

HK' oh)...live of this «ffort was tlM d«V«lopMnt Of a mobile 
■echanically assisted, fluid-Jet, rock fracturing system suitable for 
porfoming th»   field tOStlng required to investigate the feasibility of 
excavation Ol  •-.• tu   rack  itructuroa by the action of continuous, hiRh- 
ptessure, fluid jets.  Program sropc included tiie design, manufacture 
and field testing of the fluld-J.t rock fracturing svstem.  General oper- 
atlng parameters of the system, such as jet pressure'level, standoff 
distance, and teed,ate, were based on data gained from laboratory test- 
in« previously conducted by Bendix under contract to the Bureau of Mines. 

The results of the laboratory testing indicated that the required 
specific energy was too high to justify the use of an excavation system 
utilizing jet action alone instead of a conventional tunnel excavator 
lest data was utilized, however, in the generation of a mechanically 
assisted, fluid-jot, excavation-machine concept which was predicted to 
have a significantly reduced overall specific energy.  It was expected 
that further laboratory and field testing would be required to optimize 
the specific energy for a mechanically assisted jet excavator.  The 
mobile rock-excavation system was designed to include a mechanical rock- 
fragmentation device. 

Testing of both tn^itu  rock excavation characteristics and the 
efficacy of the mechanical fragmentation device was conducted on in-situ 
Barre Granite by traversing the high-pressure jet and fragmentation 
device over the rock face. 

Supply pressure, traverse speed and standoff distance were the 
recorded variables.  Tost objectives were (1) to provide field confir- 
mation of the Phase I laboratory data and (2) to determine the reducti 
0 specific energy achieved by utilizing mechanical breaking devices 
Although the field test data have a lower confidence level than the 
laboratory data, the field test data indicate that the specific energy 
01 excavation of in^itu   rock is lower than that determined during labo- 
ratory testing.  The lower level of confidence in tiie field test data 
is occasioned by the fewer number of runs, compared to the laboratory 
data, as well as the difficulty in conducting accurate kerf volume 

measurements in the field.  Efficiency data on the mechanical fragmenta- 
tion device indicated that it provided some decrease in specific energy 
over the unassisted-jet data; however, test data was not sufficiently 
conclusive to verify the amount of the decrease.  The scope of the cur- 
rent program did not include optimization of fluid-jet parameters and 
mechanical breaking devices to minimize specific energy for the hybrid 
system. 

on 
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Further laboratory and field testing will be required to accomplish 
such optimization, permitting construction of systems capable of rapid 
low-cost excavation for both civil and military applications including 
underground relocation of utilities, transit systems and other instal- 
lations lor greater protection from destructive surface intrusion as 
well as more productive utilization of surface areas. 

No inventions were conceived or reduced to practice under the 
contract. 

    u.^  ■     u_^. ~ I  
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RESEARCH PROGRAM AND PLAN 

Based on the tmisulta  of PIMM I of this progrm, Indicating that 
the tpeciflc energy of fluid Jets alone is too high for practical appli- 
cation to rod- fracturing, a concept developed during Phase 1 for a me- 
Chanlcally assisted fluid-Jat excavation svstem was implemented.  Imple- 
BCntation consisted of detailed design, fabrication and assembly of 
component parts to produce a mobile system comprised of fluid jets for 
cutting korfs in the rock surface gnd mechanical cutters for breaking 
the rock between kerfs.  Finally, the completed hybrid system was field 
tested at a granite quarry for the purpose of verifying laboratory data 
obtained in Phase I and evaluating the predicted improvement of the 
hybrid system over the pure fluid-Jet systems. 

The specific energy calculated for tiie hybrid system did not repre- 
sent the optimum specific energy for such a system because the jet oper- 
ating parameters employed in the analysis were those which gave the 
minimum specific energy for pure Jet excavation.  These parameters were 
also observed to give the shallowest kerf depths.  As kerf depth is 
increased, the spacing between kerfs can also be increased, thereby 
increasing the volume of material removed by mechanical action.  Since 
the Jet excavation energy constitutes the majority of thfl energy input 
to the rock, the maximum overall efficiency for a hybrid system may be 
obtained it the operating parameters which produces the deepest kerf, 
even though the Jet excavation portion of the process is not operating 
at its minimum specific energy.  The current effort included fabrication 
of a me-hanical breaking device, thus permitting determination of spe- 
cific energy for excavation of tn-eitu   rock structures. 

  



SECTION 3 

MOBILE ROCK-FRACTURING SYSTEM 

The mobile, fluid-je-, rock-fracturing system, shown in Figure 1, 
consists of four major elements:  a 70,000 psi intensifier, a mechanical 
rock-fracturing device, a mobile base and traversing system, and a 5,000 
psi hydraulic supply. All major elements were assembled from commercially 

available components. 

3.1  INTENSIFIER 

A high-pressure Intensifier capable of delivering a maximum flow 
of one gallon per minute at pressures up to 70,000 psi was required for 
the mobile, fluid-jet, rock fracturing system.  Such a unit had been 
introduced for commercial sale by Kobe, Inc., of Huntington Park, Cali- 
fornia. The unit had been tested by the manufacturer and was warranted 
to give adequate life under the pressure and flow conditions required for 
the mobile rock-fracturing system.  In addition, the relatively low weight 
of the unit substantially reduced the mounting and manipulation problems 
associated with other commercially available intensifier designs con- 
sidered, when used in a mobile machinery application such as the rock 

fracturing device. 

The Kobe 70,000 psi intensifier is a double-acting, hydraulically 
powered unit designed to operate on an input pressure to 5,000 psi and 
to provide a high-pressure discharge up to 70,000 psi at a flow of 1 
gallon per minute.  The input end of the unit has a pilot-operated re- 
versing valve which is hydraulically actuated; the input piston rod 
has a floating connection with a high-pressure plunger at each end of 
the unit.  The discharge of the two high-pressure cylinders is connected 
via a surge chamber which reduces the discharge pulse to a value of 
2,000 psi maximum at 70,000 psi in water with soluble oil.  The unit may 
be operated on any hydrocarbon or synthetic oil, or on water with a mini- 
mum of 3 percent lubricant, such as soluble oil.  Overall unit length 
is 9 feet 4 inches and the total weight is 450 pounds.  The general inten- 
sifier design Is based on earlier designs employed for many years in oil- 
well pumping systems at pressures of 5,000 to 30,000 psi.  The manu- 
facturer's test data and previous experience with lower pressure units 
indicate that a maintenance interval of 750 hours on the pump section and 
3,000 hours on the hydraulic section can be expected at a discharge 
pressure of 70,000 psi.  Lower pressure operation increases the mainten- 
ance interval significantly; for example, at a discharge pressure of 
40,000 psi, the predicted maintenance intervals are 2,000 hours for the 
pump section and 6,000 hours for the hydraulic section. 

Water for the intensifier is stored in a 35-gallon holding tank and 
is pressurized to the required 100 psi using the air supply required for 

Preceding page blank 
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Operation of the crawler vehicle drives. Advantages of this system over 
previously considered water supply .nethods are simplicity and bo h lowc 
initial and operating costs. 

3.2  MECHANICAL FRAGMENTATION DEVICES 

Two types of mechanical rock-fracturing wheels were provided with 
n^roc^fragmentation system:  a disc-type cutter and a tungsten JrMde 

The disc cutter design closely followed the concepts advanced in 
the final report of Continuous High Velocity Jet Excavation - Phase I 
Contract No. HO220034. in which the cutter would be run along t e je I 
excavated kerf in order to remove tie remaining rock by we.ging action. 

A tungsten carbide button cut er. of the design utilized on tunnel 
moles was manufactured for use in attempts to induce spallation of rock 
remaining between two adjacent jet kerfs.  Evaluation of  several commer- 
cially available cutters dictated the use of a manufactured design be- 
cause of cost ind weight considerations. resign be 

The mechanical fracturing devices are forced against the rock face 
by means of a piston assembly attached to the intensifier mount.  The 
piston assembly is loaded with a regulated pressure in order to provide 
a constant force on the fracturing device regardless both of irregulari- 
ties In the rock face and of the changing distance to the face ocLsioned 
bv he arc m which the fracturing device travels.  Force available to 
load the cutter wheels is a maximum of approximately 3500 pounds. 

3.3  MOBILE BASE AND TRAVERSING SYSTEM 

An evaluation of commercially available self-propelled crawler 
bases resulted in a decision to purchase a Model ATD 3100 from the Drill 
Carrier Co. The basic crawler assembly consists of a heavy-duty frame 
to whichare mounted a pair of air motor-driven tracks.  Controlled track 
oscillation on uneven surfaces is attained by positive-acting hydraulic 
cylinders, which insure both good ground contact and stability.  Each 
track is operated independently by an air motor to provide maximum 
mobility  Manually actuated valves for each motor drive, and the boom 
and positioner controls, are loc ited at the rear of the unit. 

Another standard feature of the ATD Model 3100 Crawler is a lib- 
type boom with an integral drill positioner mounted to the crawler frame, 
lower for the boom is supplied by an air motor-driven hydraulic power  ' 
•supply which is an integral part of the boom assembly.  Total air con- 
sumption, when operating all systems simultaneously,' is 600 cfm at 100 
psi.  The 70,000 psi Intensifier and mechanical fragmentation device are 
mounted on the positioner assembly at the end of the boom and controlled 
by manually actuated valves at the rear of the assembly. Modifications 
were completed in the crawler hydraulic system to permit operation 
powered by either the air-driven hydraulic pump or the hydraulic power 
supply provided to drive the high-pressure intensifier. 

MI^MM^^a* 



Several different concepts were evaluated for traversing the inten- 
sifier across the rock face.  One approach evaluated for the final design 
included | separate nozzle-drive mechanism which incorporated a flexihle 
70,000 psi link.  Although this approach would minimize variations in 
both standoff distance and speed, calculations indicated that commerci- 
ally available super-pressure tubing would have an unacceptably short 
life if subjected to both an internal pressure of 70,000 psi and bending. 
For this reason, the positioning device for traversing the intensifier 
across the rock face consists of a jib-type boom as originally proposed. 
The boom assembly is capable of moving approximately +40 degrees from 
the base centerline, as well as +45 degrees from the horizontal plane. 
These motions of the boom may be employed to provide gross positioning 
of the intensifier assembly with respect to the rock face.  The hydraulic 
positioning assembly, mounted on the boom, was modified to traverse the 
intensifier at a constant predetermined rale through approximately +10 
degrees from the boom centerline.  Direction of motion is controlled by 
a manually operated 4-way valve and speed control is achieved by employ- 
ing a calibrated, manuaUy adjustable flow control valve.  The hydraulic 
positioning assembly also provides sufficient rotation with respect to 
the horizontal plane to maintain perpendicularitv between the intensifier 
and the rock face in all boom positions.  This operation is not auto- 
matic and manual adjustment of boom perpendicularity is required follow- 
ing a significant change in boom position.  The traversing system is de- 
signed to provide sufficient motion to produce a series of parallel hori- 
zontal kerfs approximately 2.0 feet long. 

3.4   HYDRAULIC SYSTHM 

The 5,000 psi hydraulic system is employed to drive the intensi- 
fier and power the traversing system.  All elements are commercially 
available, off-the-shelf components.  All control valves for the hydrau- 
lic system are manually operated and are located at the roar of the 
crawler assembly in near proximity to the standard crawler and boom 
controls. 

The hydraulic system incorporates a 5,000 psi, 30 gpm, pressure 
compensated, variable-displacement hydraulic pump.  The pressure com- 
pensating feature automatically regulates the flow delivered by the pump 
by changing the length of stroke of the pumping pistons.  The stroke 
change is controlled solely by the system pressure in such a manner that 
when the pump is operating at a pressure less than the maximum setting 
of the compensator, the pump delivers full flow.  When the compensator 
pressure setting is reached, the piston stro e is automatically reduced 
to that which will provide the amount of flow required to maintain pres- 
sure throughout the working system.  The pressure at which the changes 
take place is regulated by adjustment similar to the control of a relief 
valve.  The variable-displacement pump with a pressure compensated con- 
trol was chosen to minimize heat input to the working fluid.  Because 
the entire system is mobile, the size of the reservoir is limited by 
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onvolope  and wight   consiclür.itions.      To rainimlze  the  possibility of  over- 
hMting th« hydraulic fluid, all oil returning to th« reservoir passes 
through a motorized, air-cooled heat exchanger.  Two accumulators ar« in- 
cludec in the system to minimize pressure and flow variations caused by 
intensifier or  traversing system operation.  An Integral, low-pressure, 
hydraulü boost pump is included to provide flow in excess of that re- 
quired by t lie main pump to prevent inlet cavitation.  The excess flow 
from the boost system is routed through the relief val\  and air-cooled 
oil cooler, thus providing constant coaling of the hydraulic fluid. 

The hydraulic power unit components are mounted on a trailer be- 
hind the crawler vehicle and are connected to the crawler by means of 
flex hydraulic hoses. 

The 1,250 psi, 1.5 gpm, air motor-powered, hydraulic system sup- 
plied with the crawler base has been retained for powering the boom and 
positioner when the crawler Is disconnected from the intensifier hydrau- 
lic system.  For normal test operation, however, the crawler positioning 
systems will be operated at a reduced pressure from the intensifier 
hydraulic supply. 

 —_- 



SECTION 4 

SYSTEM TESTS 

lurin       , 07*!  8 0, tl,e r0Ck f"i~«t«tlon system was completed 
during JUM. 1973. at the Smith quarry of the Rock of Ages Corporation 
. .ranttcvau.. Vermont.  The test site, at the U-6 location of the 
m h quarrv. provided a smooth vertical face approximately 1ÜÜ feet in 
height and was convenient both to quarry air and water supplies and to 
a derrick for moving the machine system into and out of the quarry Pi 
Support for system testing was provided hy the Rock of Ares Cor no rat o,! 
Wider the direction of Chief Engineer. Donald Bailey.      C-ürPorat^n 

The rock formation upon which testing was undertaken was Barre 
granite.  Properties of Barre granit., applied bv the Rock of Ages Cor- 
Porauon  and on file with the U.S. «ureau of Mines Twin Citi s M ning 
ReSMrch (.enter, are as follows. -iinmg 

Property 

Compressive strength 

Density (apparent) 

Shear modulus (dvnamic) 

Sho^r modulus (static) 

Young's modulus (dynamic) 

Young's modulus (static) 

English Units 

23.9 x lO3 lh/ir2 

166 lb/ft 

2.44 x 106 lb/in2 

2.2-2.4 x 106 lb/in2 

4.41 x 106 lb/in2 

3.96-6.41 x 106 lb/in2 

Testing was conducted upon the riff face. 

Test objectives consisted both of confi rming, on 

SI Units 

167 m/m" 

2.66 g/cm3 

16.8 GN/m2 

15.2-16.9 GN/ni 

30.4 CN/m2 

•7.3-44.2 GN/m2 

litu  Barre 
Granit«, the laboratory -'.• ta gathered during Phase   I of the current ef- 
fort conducted under prwious Contract No. H0210034, and of generation 
Of baselxne data on a combination of mechanical and et fracturing  Al- 
through the latter objective was of most significance, contrac  sLe 
was pnmar! v concerned with design and construction ^f the experimental 
svstem and did not provide for extensive testing. experimental 

For all tests, tne kerf depth and width was recorded in five loca- 
.ons spaced one inch apart along the kerf direction.  These values were 

averaged, and a rectangular kerf cross section was used in volume deterl 
minations.  A rectangular cross section was evidenced by almost all of 
he kerfs produced during the tests.  Previous experience during he 

N.ase I effort indicated that determination of the kerf volume by 

Preceding page blank 
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nu-asuruu- th. volume of material recjuired to fill u wollld ie inipr;ict ical 
or . vertu-al rock face.  For rock removal by the cutter wheels and" 
nt.rut.on between iet kerfs, the percentage of rock removal between 
h« Kens was estimated by test personnel.  Spallation of rock from the 
•ce. oUowtng cuts in the same area, was not included in the volume 
••tern.nations; when spallation occurred during a particular test run 
CM test was rerun in another area of the rock face. 

lest im; was conducted as described below. 

4.1  CONFIIMATION OF PHASE I DAI A 

F. m Phase 1 laboratory data on iiarre Cranite, optimum specific 

"U,i;";V llir sln!-lc clUs «>CCUrr«d at | pressure of about 30,000 psi  a 
teedrate o, ..bout 300 inches per minute, an-' a standoff distance ^f l/> 
inch. A« wuh all other rock types, the most efficient cutting occurred 
With the s-ullest BOSSle, 0.008 inch in diameter.  In the kerfing runs 
usm, test parameters that yielded the most efficient single cuts, ma- 

M™ i'T •^•^ b0tWeL"n 1)arallL,J CUlS  at a mixi^m  ^^"g °t  -bout 
0.100 inch.  In order to confirm the above data on 'r^eitu   Barre Granite 
an experiment using the following parameters and values was conducted:  ' 

Pressure (psi): 30,000, 50,000, 65,000 

Feedrate (ip-n): 50, 150, 300 

Nozzle dia. (ln)j 0.008, 0.012 

Standoff (in): 1 (nominal) 

Control of standoff distance in the field tests was hampered by 
irregulartties in the rock face and the fact that the nozzle path followed 
S irrge-rediua arc.  After each run the test parameters were recorded 
end the excavated volume approximated from width and depth measurements. 
Energy input was derived from nozzle horsepower and feedrate. 

Pata from the Phase 1 confirmation tests are presented in Tables 6 
and 7 Ln the Appendix.  Additional runs were completed to determine the 
kerf speclng required for interaction and excavation of material between 
LIIC Kt-'r* s# 

tt.Z MECHANICAL CUTTER DEVICES 

Testing of the combination of jet and mechanical cutting was of 
most significance since extrapolations of laboratory data have shown that 
the jet process alone, while technically feasible for excavating hard 
rock, is not cost effective because of prohibitivelv high energy require- 
ments  The use of some mechanical breakage was expected to lower the 
overall energy requirements and preserve the advantages of using fluid 
jets for this purpose.  Two types of mechanical cutters were used a 
disc cutter, and a tungsten carbide button cutter of the type used on 
hard-rock tunnelling moles.  Tests of both cutter types consisted of 
prescoring and weakening the rock face with the jets prior to the mech- 
anical fracturing tests.  Prior to testing, data was taken to determine 
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Wl   penetration  as  a   function  of   feedrate,   permitting   the  use  of   slot 

Itst  parameters were  as   follows: in  Table  B   in   tlie   Appendix. 

Slot   depth   (in): 

Slot   spacii t>   (in): 

-utter  thrust   (lb): 

Nozzle diameter   (in) 

Jet   pressure   (psi); 

0.25,  0.375 

0.50,   0.75,   1.0 

1500,   3000 

0.008,   0.012 

65,000 

H.  cutters would,   however,   readily  follow  the  kerf  when   inserted  into 

™ior   " of thT^M   'r^r^  satisfact-ily  in  this manner    (r    h 
m.i]or  ty  of   the  anticipated   tests.     Wear of   the  cutter disc  eventuallv 
caused   u   to  be  blunted  to  the  point   that   it  would  not   foUow    he  kerf 

«r:^ r:]eir;abL4rfwh^24 rst ^r*as ^^^ 

pr.ssii^^nure'f'M bide TS** ^^  "^ ^  minor ^lized com- 
hlv-e  n\       I granite, with no extensive spalling of tue rock 
un;  v nV e  ^ ltS USe WaS disco^inued after several preliminarT 

Following completion of the above testing to verify machine ner 
ormance requ rements in the field, the rock fracturing .svs'm^s're: 
tur ed to Bendix for minor repairs, then delivered to the US  urelu 
of M:nes, High ^y  Test Facility, at Farmington, Minneso a.* 

^ 
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SECTIOM 5 

SPECIFIC EBOßt ANALYSIS 

5. 1      DERIVATION OF ANALYSIS 

The  (.iopemient  variable   of   the  experiments,   as   in   the   Phase   I 
efforti   was  ipcciflc  mmtgf,   the   (Mount Of energy  required   to   remove 
a  unit   vollMM Of   r.ick.     Specific  energy was  determned   for   single  cuts, 
for   kerfing,  wherein   interaction  between  successive  cuts   results   in  the 
excavation  of   the  material   between,   and   for  rock  removal  by mechanical 
ncans wherein  the   |«t  energy  was  assumed  to be   the  only  energy   input  to 
the   rock. 

Specific  energy was   calculated  from system  operating  parameters 
based  on   the   calculated  actual  power   level  at   the  nozr.le   rather  than 
hydraulic  system   input   power,   and,   therefore,   is  not  affected  by  the 
ineti iciencies  of   the  particular  hydraulic  system and   intensifier  used. 

Derivation  of   the   specific  energy   is  as   follows: 

..,,.<-.     .. Power  x Tine #.„ Specific  Lnergy  = —-; — j  (l) 
Volume  of   Material   Removed ' 

The   intensifier power  delivered   to  the  no-,zle   is   given  as 

Power  =   5   (Q  x    I') (2) 

Where  power   is  expressed   in   ft-lb/min 

0  =   1 low,   in   /sec 

'.P  = nozzle  pressure  drop,   psi 

Since  the  system  flow  is  governed by  the nozzle  area 

■ ^ • V^ ̂ (3) 

where 

3 
Q =   flow.   In   /sec 
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g = gravitational constant = 386 in/sec 

I = fluid density ■ O.OJfjl lb/in' tor water (assumed incompressible) 

T = nozzle pressure drop, psi 

C = assumed discharge coefficient = 0.75 

A = nozzle oriiice area, in" 

Since the total pressure head of the high-pressure fluid is converted to 
velocity head during its passage through the nozzle, the pressure drop 
is given as 

tf ■ (P - P . .  „) - P 
ambient (4) 

where 

ambient 

1' = nozzle supply pressure, psig 

0 psig 

Also, 

A = J (N)' (5) 

where 

M = nozzle  diameter,   inches 

Bv  coiruining equations   (3),   (A),   and   (5)   and  substituting   into   (2), 

Power =  5  C 
,1/2 

^N2!     IM        IP (6) 

Substituting numerical values gives 

Power = 430.7 N2 P1,5 (7) 
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l'hf tim. durini whi.h power is delivered is determined as iollows: 

Time = - (8) 

where 

I. = Length of cut, in. 

t  = feedrate, ipm 

The volume ol material removed is determined bv 

V = W x Ü x L (9) 

wlie re 

W = kerf width, in. 

D = kort depth, in. 

This assumes a rectangular kerf cross section. 

Bv substituting equations (7), (8) and (9) into equation (1) and 
cancelling the kerf lengths. 

SE = 430.7 (N)2 (P)1<5 

F W D (10) 

where 

SE = specific energy, ft-lb/in 

N = nozzle diameter, in. 

P = nozzle supply pressure, psig 

F ■ feedrate, ipm 

W = kerf width, in. 

D ■ kerf depth, in. 

■ 
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The Renoral equation (10) was used for calculation of all specific 
energies for this report.  Further manipulation of the equation to acco^- 
noda e specuic processes, such as jet kerflng and .echanical wedging 
are descnhed in later sections dealing with these topics. 

5.2   COMPARISON WITH PHASE I DATA 

One of the primary purposes of the test series, in addition to 
venfu-auon of system performance in the field, was to provide some 
comparison wtth data from the laboratory testing conducted under Phase I 
O the present investigation.  The Phase I effort, conducted by Bendix 
Research Laboratories under ARPA Contract Ho. H0210034. is described 

Phas'eT"' n ^\iinal  rePOrt ,,Contin— "ish-Velocity Jet Excavation - 
"MM I.   I he laboratory testing yielded information regarding the 
speci xc energy for cutting a variety of rock types, including Barre 
granite, at jet supply pressures from 20.000 to 80.000 psi, using nozzle 
diameters from 0.008 to 0.0136 in., at feedrates fio. 50 to  900 Jpm 
Tests were completed for both single cuts and for kerfing runs where'n 
the material between two kerfs was removed by the action of the iet in 
cutting the second kerf.  The conclusion of the report was that the ' 
specific energy of the jet excavation process was too high to permit 

riC!ntra^Cümmer^all2ati0n-  " WaS anticiP^ed. however, that a reduc- 
tion in the specific energy could be anticipated when cutting in-situ 
rock because of the compressive stress upon the rock, which was expected 
to racilitate excavation. 

The field test series was planned to utilize test conditions which 
would permit direct comparison with selected tests from the laboratory 
series as well as other areas which had not been fully explored in 
he laboratory tests. Test data from the field tests are presented in 

the appendix for the single cut and kerfing tests, respectively. Test 
results, indicating specific energies, are presented in Table 2. 

The comparison of specific energy values from laboratory and field 
tests is presented in Table 3. which indicates that where test conditions 
were directly comparable, in all but one case the specific energy is 
ower for the tn-cztu  testing.  It should be noted, however, that a lower 
7.1\0J  '0"fidence can be associated with the field test results than 

with the laboratory tests because of reasons associated with the conduct 
of the tests.  The foremost reason is associated with the procedures 
used to determine the kerf volume.  For the laboratory tests, kerf volume 
was determined directly by measuring the volume of sand-like emery mate- 
rial required to fill the kerf over the length of the cut.  This method 
was not practical for the field testing because cuts were made upon a 
vertical surface.  For this reason, width and depth measurements wer- 
taken directly at • series of intervals along the kerf and a rectangle 
used to approximate the kerf cross section, for energy calculations, 
resulting in a larger potential for error than that of the laboratory 
tests.  Additionally, the rock face was not flat, as were the laboratory 
test samples, resulting in a variation in jet standoff distance and 
angle of incidence which was not present in the laboratory.  Variation 
in standoff distance and angle of incidence causeu by the motion of the 
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jet nozzle in a large-radius arc were on the order of 0.1 in. and +3 deg 
respectively, over the length of the measured kerf.  These variations 
were not expected to provide a significant error in the test results 
It appears improbable, however, that a more rigorous determination can 
be made of the specific energy of excavation of in-situ  rock structures 
because of the conditions described above. 

T K,  f co^Parisun of the results of the kerfing tests is presented in 
able 4  The spacing recorded is the approximate distance between two 

jet-cut kerfs where the second cut completely removed the material 
between.  A slight decrease in specific energy is experienced with the 
in-s.tu  rocks; however, Tiore testing would be indicated in this area 
tor the reasons mentioned previously with regard to single-cut testing. 

A significant development 1 roui these tests is the determination that, by 
using two j*ts, a relatively wide kerf (0.375 in.) can be cut with this 
method at ttw nigher pressures, providing increased width for insertion 
ot weage wheels or cutters into the rock face to reduce the overall spe- 
cific energy of the process.  This determination was not incorporated in " 
succeeding tests of the mechanical breakage devices.  The specific ener- 
gies tor the kerfing runs were calculated for the secc.d cut only, under 
the assumption that the material removed by the kerfing cut would be dis- 
lodged into the kerf leit  by the previous cut.  Although an initial single 
cut would be required to provide a volume for the dislodged rock from the 
next cut, the energy required for the initial cut would be insignificant 
when averaged over many succeeding cuts, as would be the case ifl an actual 
jet excavation system. 

5.3  KERF DEPTH 

A series of tests were run to determine kerf depth as a function 
of feedrate in order to determine the feedrate required to give a certain 
depth for use in tests of the mechanical breakage devices. Data from 

Table 4 - Jet Kerfing Test Data (No Mechanical Assist) 

Test 
Site 

Pressure 
(psi) 

Feedrate 
(in/min) 

Nozzle 
Diameter 

(in) 

Distanct" 
Between 
Jet   Cult 

(in) 

|         Specific  Energy         j 

(ft-lb/in3) (J/cm3) 

Lib 50,000 900 0.008 0.093 46,62 3 3,857 

In-Oitu 

30,000 
300 0.008 0.100 45,960 3,802 

300 0.008 0.100 34,723 2,873 

65,000 

50 0.008 0.375 96,091 7,950 

50 0.008 0.375 104,411 8,638 

50 o.ou 0.350 107,804 8,919 
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the test runs is presented in Table 8 in the appendix.  A curve of slot 
depth versus feedrate is presented in Figure 2, along with the specific 
energy required to produce the slot.  The curves are based on the average 
ot two test runs completed at each feedrate of 50, 100, 150 200  300 
and 400 m. per minute at a pressure of 65,000 psi using a 0.012-in 
diameter nozzle.  Additional tests were run using an 0.008-in. diameter 
nozzle, indicating that feedrates of 40 and 50 in. per minute would 
yield cuts having depths of 0.38 and 0.25 in., respectively, at 65.000 
psi.  Since these were the depths chosen for use in the cutter tests 
no additional runs were made with the 0.008-in. diameter nozzle 

100 

80- 

o       60 
o 

> 
DC 

U       40-J 

65,000 PSI 
0.012 IN. DIA NOZZLE 

20- 

1-0.45 

-0.40 
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X 
I- 

0.30     Si ■ 

0.25 

-0.20 

0 50 100 150        200 300 
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J-0.15 

t 

Figure 2 - Specific Energy and Kerf Depth Versus Feedback 
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As shown in Figure 2, the curves of specific energy and kerf depth 
as functions of feedrate, have essentially the same form, except at the * 
lower teedrates, where the curve of kerf depth drops off.  Since only 
two test runs were completed a. each feedrate tested, the possibility 
exists that the high kerf depth produced at a feedrate of 100 in. per 
minute may be the result of a flaw in the rock face or some other extra- 
neous tactor, in which case the kerf depth curve would have approxi- 
mately the same shape as the specific energy curve.  Another possible 
cause is that at lower feedrates, the cutting action of the jet is 
less efficient because of interference with fluid rebounding from the 
bottom of the kerf.  Since the rebounding fluid decreases the momentum 
Of the cutting jet, a shallower kerf depth is produced.  This effect 
has been observed in laboratory tests on conmon Industrial materials 
No correlation with Phase I laboratory tests can be made since kerf depth 
was not recorded tor the Phase I testing because kerf volume was deter- 
mined by direct measurement.  Further testing would be required to de- 
termine with greater certainty the shape of the kerl depth curve at feed- 
rates less than 150 in. per minute. 

The shape of the specific energy curve presented in Figure 2 follows 
closely the data generated in the Phase I testing on laboratory samples. 
The magnitude of the curve appears lower than that of laboratory tests 
although a rigorous comparison is impossible since, during the laboratory 
test series, all test runs at feedrates over 150 ipm were made with an 
U.UüH-m. diameter nozzle which was determined during the laboratory 
test phase to decrease the specific energy of the cut compared to that 
resulting from the use of a 0.012-in. nozzle.  As shown in Figure 3 the 
specific energy for the runs made on the in-sltu  rock with the 0 012-in 
diameter nozzle is approximately equal to that which would be obtained 
with the 0.008-in. diameter nozzle on the laboratory samples at a com- 
parable pressure. 

5.4  MECHANICAL FRAGMENTATION TESTS 

Two mechanical fragmentation devices were designed and included 
in the jet excavation system.  The purpose of these devices was to allow 
the conduct of baseline tests regarding the feasibility of removing by 
mechanical means rock which had been previously scored and weakened by 
the action of high-pressure jets.  Since the mechanical breakage occurs 
at a much lower specific energy than the jet excavation process, it 
was expected that the combined processes would have a lower specific 
energy than the jet excavation alone.  Because of the interaction of 
many variables in the combined excavation process, including jet pressure 
and nozzle diameter. Kerf depth and spacing, jet and cutter feedrates 
and cutter configuration, and path, as well as the absence of any data 
regarding the combination of these processes, a full-scale laboratory 
test series would be required to predict the optimum conditions for the 
combined processes.  In the absence of such studies, the design and test- 
ing of the mechanical breakage devices was concluded as part of the 
present effort. 
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'igure 3 - s pecific  Energy as  ■   Function  of   Feedrate   for 
aboratory  and   Tn-SitU  Tests 

prototvp" -iirdTsc-ts:ins
wrr

e completed for thG ^™^on .y.t« 
Lg.t2  carbide    nCtrLHetr

heanbu^CUtter ^^ empl0yi^ 
conventional   tunnel  will»    T«! *, bUtt0n  cut,:ers employed   In 
indicates   in  ^1   ^'JT^  ^^   *  ^^   >>  *** 

pr^^li^T'^Mr^l T^11^8 the disc cutt- - 
impart force ag , nst the t, n     ^^red  to move the cutter disc and 

tests, so thaft e  e  n"" ^ T  ST"J f0r ^  ^^^y 
to  the rock for the exc". ion  A  r  , .^ ^ tOUl ener^ lnPut 

^rfing tests, it^ra^^ha^:^:^^^^ 
would be dislodged into the kerf produced by he  "r^'    T"* 
jet kerf followed by one cutter nimm  wonll .      t    P S' SO that 0ne 

The specific energy values presented in Table 5 indinto «on,, 
improvement over pure let kerf int. n.««. tu indicate some 
•md nosil« sizes  A H r ► ™8 USln\t-he same Pressures, feedrates 

!•!• sizes.  A direct comparison between non-assisted and assisted 
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Jet  kerfin«  can be made bv obsprvln»   ^ ,.. 
0.008- and  O.OU-inc, loVulZ"?^^™***™ ^ ^ ^ 
shown   in  Table  4  two unassisted   iet  tlrn CheS  Per minu^.     As 
0.008-inch nozzle and one with  tl e  n m 5     ' ?** "^ made With  the 

oi 0.375 and 0.350 tncTrM^ctJ^?;     ^S n02Zle at cut sPacin«s 

naxi^s   for which  comp ete exc. vlt   c^  JfT  ^  T^ Were   ** 
occurred   for   the  pressur. «M^ ■ ,ie material between  the   cuts 
onerKie.s were   7950  'nd  «638  ^   ITJ"'^  ^P1^^'     "bserved  specific 

WM J/c.3   lor  ^ I-: nV    h: 0 O^-inc.0*008"^1 ^   ^   ^ 
inches  per minute was employed   for   t^r. l0•     A  feedrate  of  50 
0.25-inch  deep kerf  usin^ he   0 008     n  , f"  Table  5   t0 Prod—  ;1 

kerf  „sin«   the   0 012-inch nozzt       ^  nOZZlC\  **  *  0-375-nch  deep 
the  unassisted  jet kerQnV runs      .   . CUt  ****** WGre  Stained  in 
Appendix  A.     ^".£^1^  o     0    "olJI  '/^"^  ^  Table   7. 

'or  the  mechanically assisted  kerf  ^      .Is^     aU sD;   •   "^ **?  ^ 
above  0.375   inch,   the maximum spacing     or which       '  J1"88  emPloyed *•*• 
could be  .xp.ct.ci   for  the   unassisted  jets       T^'T       ' eXCaVati"n 

*or  all   conditions due  tc   the   i, nil     ^ J ,       *** WTe  not   completed 

-ter whi.. lt w,ls z>i: utZzrz'z?*™**üi thü disc cutter' 

with £ S^i^dSt^.V.^Si1:5'the tWü runs c™^ 
and   7558 JA»3.   as  CO^S ^"wSlSSSoT-^ ^^  0f  8062 

let  k.rfing   tests  of  Table   4       U   ?. ,       /c"     '0r  "^  ^assisted 

in  specific  energy  cou'l^h^ b     n    b^Cd"  ad'^i:  LT"  J"""" 
been   run before   the  disc   cutter became  dulled       For    ""^  ^   teStS 

tests with   the  0.008-inch no..!.   11   To%J^t  Jt    comParison,   the 

by  a  AO-inch-per-minute  feed ate)  verein ^ithtb ^.^'^ 
condif ion. J run Wllh  t**  cutter  in  its  sharpest 

-Pioy.T5'tSrJ!S2!2äfioc.:srS 5ori:hhsix test runs of Table 5 ^ 
8336 J/cmi.  which  is  less Ian  the  891Q   W^r^11^  l****** WaS 

jot  kerfin«  tests.     In  add t  on     thf J!                0btained   f0t   the  ^^sisted 
of 0.75  inch  averaged  6542 cm3                    rUnS  f0nduc^  «t  a kerf  spacing 
unassisted  value. '     Wroxl«.t.l,  a   third   less   than   the 

As mentioned  previousIv     t hn   ^,.0^-   ^       ■ 
over pure  jet  kerfing when us In    the mo  T'       ?  ^^ SOme  imProvement 
number  of   test   runs  as well as    'he  1-ff        i1'       aSSistance-     ^e   limited 
the   field  preclude,  however     the  drt "r'168  0f kerf meas^^nt   in 
tni the test data. irappcLs th^r f ^ rig0r0US co^^ons regard- 
verify the indication o7 h " ^ST'^!^

8
 ^ bC ^^ to 

cally assisted jet excavation • s In re«ardln8 the •»• of mechani- 
combinations of process parameter. JI^K 

determine ^ther other 

tian of specific^n^; ^"L" c ^ 
d SL^^lr* f0r ^ 

material   removed by  the process   inH,-.^     ÜM*rv*tioO 0f   the  amount  of 

Percentage  of  the Lt«iII r^v^^£0 W^ f" ^J*  ^   ^   the 

of   the   tests   completed     tt   tZ„       I    ? maximum,   for   the  majority 

korf  depth.     Addi Ily
d       '      e  t  nfuMr^  ^  V^ *»   ^   ^ 

nozzle  and   0.375-inch  ker    splw    wh,'   , ^  ^  0*0OÄ-^«*  diameter 
cutter  disc  became  dulled       he     p^mc       ""   T*1^  first  h^*   ^he 
curter   force. specific  energy  decreased with  increasing 
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SECTION 6 

CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMKNDATIONS 

Completion of :'>.-.T;'' .< cutting tests using the Bendix-designea 
excavation system prototype demonstrated that lower single-cut specific 
enarglai were obtained for exravation of '-i-situ.  Barre granite by high- 
pressure fluid jets than were obtallMd during Phase I laboratory testing, 

The data taken did not permit a conclusive determination of re- 
ductions in specific energies of excavation by jet kerfing and mechani- 
cal fragmentation on '>:-.■:'<  rock. 

Further testing of the combination of jet/mechanical interaction 
should explore breakage and specific enerjv as functions of kerf depth 
and spacing, jet operating p irameters, jet md cutter feedrates and 
cutter configuration, in order to optimize Jie performance of this 
method of rock excavation. 

Preceding page blank 
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APPENDIX A 

FIELD TEST DATA 
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